2500 Farrington St. Suite 120
Dallas, TX 75207
o. 214-730-0101
f. 972-692-7396

CORPORATE MISSION

SERVICES OFFERED

DHD Films is a minority owned, HUB-certified small business
headquartered in Dallas that produces results driven communications
for clients across the nation including private, non-profit and
governmental agencies. DHD Films employs a talented team of
filmmakers, producers, scriptwriters and interactive marketers who are
committed to providing creative, consistent and dedicated service to
exceed client expectations.

HD & ULTRA HD VIDEO PRODUCTION

CLIENT SNAPSHOT

- Marketing Videos
- Event Production
- Live Streaming
- Training Videos
- Press Packages
- Broadcast Services
- Animation
- Aerial Videography
PHOTOGRAPHY

- Event Coverage
- Commercial Photography
- Executive Headshots
- Aerial Photography
GRAPHIC DESIGN
DVD PRINTING & DUPLICATION
COPYWRITING

AWARDS

NAICS CODES
DUNS NUMBER

035977408

CAGE NUMBER

75S24

TX HUB NUMBER

1462739097500
SIC CODES

7812
7336

512110		
512191		
512199		
541922

541430
541890		
541921

TX COMMODITY CODES

915-00		
915-22		
915-48		
915-82		
915-90		

915-09
915-27		
915-78
915-84		
715-55

DHD Films is an Emmy nominated
film studio that has won numerous
awards for its creative films and
marketing campaigns including the
Telly Awards, Davey Awards, AVA
Digital Awards, and many more.

PRIMARY CONTACT
Hussain Manjee
PRESIDENT, DHD FILMS

o. 214-730-0101
c. 817-800-4415
hussain@dhdfilms.com
dhdfilms.com

PAST PERFORMANCE
“It was challenging to cover 10,000 square miles and fourteen counties to make eight
videos, but DHD handled it extremely well and professionally. The DHD team was flexible,
paid great attention to detail, and provided stellar videos. Being able to provide our videos
in Spanish and with subtitles was an added bonus. DHD guided us through the process with
expertise, and the results were outstanding.”
- Melissa Cure, East Texas Council of Government - Project Manager

“While the creativity and extremely high production quality of DHD Films’ projects is not to
be denied, the thing that really sets DHD Films apart is their team. Every DHD Films team
member has been a tremendous asset. They are smart, detail oriented, possess an uncanny
ability to understand what you need before you do, and deliver personalized service on
every project. Their professionalism and ability to communicate effectively and efficiently
ensures success on every project, and makes it tremendously easy to work with them.”
- Amy Ramos, Dallas Regional Chamber - V.P. of Communications

“I wish I knew about DHD Films five years ago when I started Core24 because not only did
they produce a video that exceeded all of my expectations, but they did it at a reasonable
cost and with exceptional customer service every step of the way. The editing process, when
most companies get frustrated, was met with an eagerness to please and energy level that
made this experience an absolutely pleasant one from conception to completion.”
- Sunny Nunan, Core24 - President & Founder

“DHD Films put together an amazing video that is so much fun and easy to understand
for anyone that watches it. We have been using this video in our email, social media,
paid search and all of our integrated marketing campaigns for lead generation and have
received great feedback. We highly recommend DHD Films to help create your digital
content for your digital marketing needs! Your money will go a long way!”
- Dice Nakamura, Vertical Nerve - V.P. of Business Development

